EPSRC IGT Network+ Mobility Awards

Eligibility
1. You must be an IGT Network+ member (please see IGT website for
membership details).
2. Applicants and co-applicants are not permitted to submit more than one
application per round.
3. Collaborations should be based on a single project.
4. For PhD student applicants at the time of application students must be
actively undertaking a PhD which falls under one of the IGT Network+
themes.
5. Applicants must hold an employment contract with their home organisation
which must span the duration of the project.

THE APPLICATION
PART 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Organisation1 name:
Lead PI name:
Organisation2 name:
Lead PI name:
Have the Leads collaborated before (we encourage new collaborations)?:
PhD student name & institution:
Name of institution that student will be visiting:
Which IGT theme does collaborative project fall under (Theme 1: Intervention
planning and real-time computational; Theme 2: Focused energy delivery and motion
compensation; Theme 3: Interventional imaging, sensing and contrast agents; Theme 4:
Clinical workflow, skills assessment and simulation)?

9. Project title:
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PART 2
This part of the proposal is two-pages long (all documents should be prepared in
PDF format. Margins should be at least 2cm. An Arial or Helvetica font, size 11 or
above, must be used.)
1. Track Record of Applicants (0.25 side A4)
2. Case for Support (1.0 side A4): include the aims and objectives of the
project, background, a brief statement of how the proposal fits to IGT
Network+ goals, a description of the planned activities, and the methodology
to be used. In particular, it is important to describe why the chosen duration
fits the proposed remit, and how these will lead to tangible outputs such as
follow-up funding and/or publications.
3. Impact (0.25 side A4): should include a description of the importance of the
project in terms of addressing challenges facing IGT, a description of how
clinicians and patients will benefit from the project, and a description of the
pathways to achieving development impact. The expected impact should of
course fit the duration of the placement.
4. Diagrammatic Work Plan (including times of multiple visits if applicable,
0.25 side A4)
5. Justification of Resources (0.25 side A4): a detailed breakdown and
justification of the resources requested and a full costing from the home
organisation which has been approved by the Research Finance Office.
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